In this paper, the economic benefits of regional ecological characteristics measurement and data structures, spatial data mining to build a data model, combined with the region's natural ecological basic elements of social and economic factors, the establishment of effective regional ecological and economic benefits of scientific assessment methods, in the method through the establishment and support vector machines based on wavelet neural network integrated hybrid artificial intelligence technology to determine the spatial weight matrix; and with the energy value analysis to construct either measure the value of natural resources, but also can measure the value of human economic activity, You can also measure data analysis model regional ecological and economic benefits of their relationship measure.
Introduction
In this paper, a new method based on multi-Fusion spatial statistical analysis is proposed to evaluate the regional eco economic benefits based on. This method combines the advanced support vector machine and wavelet neural network, and integrates the hybrid artificial intelligence technology and the energy value analysis method. Through this method to construct the regional eco economic benefit analysis model can realize the analysis and evaluation of regional eco economic benefits and effectively improve the accuracy and efficiency of the evaluation of regional eco economic efficiency.
Eco Economic Benefit Data Mining Model Based on Multi-fusion Spatial Statistical Analysis
The whole ecological economic system is composed of the advanced system entropy flow, the regional natural base system and the regional humanities and social system . The model uses advanced data mining and artificial intelligence analysis tools based on the entire eco economic system of spatial information to achieve the entire eco economic system efficiency analysis. This paper set up a regional ecological economic-efficiency model based on multi-Fusion spatial statistical analysis. At first, spatial information was obtained by GIS remote sensing technology on target ecological economy systems, and then thematic information was extracted and processed in order to build evaluation index system. Secondly, artificial intelligence technologies such as support vector machine, wavelet analysis, artificial neural network were used on information analysis getting spatial weight matrix. Lastly, according to spatial weighted matrix and employing energy analysis the paper tested each index's energy which was regarded as results of evaluation, the aim of which was to judge each index's power of influence directly and to analyze their influence impacts combining spatial weighted matrix. Basically, the research came up with suggestions and adjustment on development policies of ecological-economic region. Furthermore, all of research results send information to the whole ecological economy system forming adjustments on it and improving regional ecological-economic benefits.
Index System Construction and Information Extraction
In this paper, the index system is mainly based on the remote sensing and geographic information ， including topographic feature indicators, surface biomass and vegetation indicators, ground surface heat field indicators, wetland water indicators and social activity intensity and population gathered indicators.
1）Topographic Feature Indicators
Topographic feature are directly related to the ecological economic development of the whole region. Therefore, it is feasible to use the topographic features to evaluate the ecological economic benefits of the whole region. The paper uses two key parameters of the terrain complexity and the slope gradient to extract the topographic features. Based on the DEM model, the definition of the terrain complexity is as follows.
.In the formula, is the terrain complexity of i pixel, is the elevation value of I pixel, is the average of i pixel, n is the number of pixels. The slope gradient was calculated by the following calculation model: .In the formula, is the slope gradient, is the elevation in the Z direction of the increment, is the elevation in the X direction of the increment, is the elevation in the Y direction increment.
2）Surface Biomass and Vegetation Indicators
Surface biomass and vegetation directly reflect the ecological level of a region, and it is also one of the influencing factors of regional eco economic benefits. Through the surface biomass and vegetation as the evaluation index of regional eco economic benefits, it can be a good indicator of the impact of regional ecological conditions on the eco economic benefits. The paper mainly uses the normalization method to express the spatial coverage of the primary producers in the earth's surface, and the mathematical model is as follows:
In the formula, is the index of the vegetation of i pixel, NIR is the near infrared band value of the remote sensing satellite, R is the Infrared band value
3）Wetland Water Indicators
The index is based on the data of remote sensing satellite, and the common methods of supervised classification are used to analyze the coverage of regional surface water and ecological wetland space.
4）Ground Surface Heat Field Indicators
Based on the data of TM61 and TM62 remote sensing satellite, the ground surface heat field indicators are calculated by the following mathematical model.
.In the formula, is the brightness temperature of the ground surface, K is the correction factor, parameter setting and calculation method consult in reference.
5） Social Activity Intensity and Population Gathered Indicators
Social activity intensity and population gathered is an important reflection of the economic benefits of the region. In the study, this paper selects the index as one of the evaluation indicators of regional eco economic efficiency, in order to reflect the development of regional economy. This paper uses the following model to calculate:
.In the formula, is the social economic activity index of i pixel, is expressed as the brightness value of a yea r of j pixel.
Hybrid Artificial Intelligence Analysis Based on Support Vector Machine and Wavelet Neural Network
After the completion of the regional eco economic benefit evaluation index system design and related data extraction, in order to realize the evaluation of the regional ecological and economic benefits, we need to further determine each spatial index weight matrix. This paper proposes an analysis method of artificial intelligence analysis based on support vector machine and wavelet neural network to realize the determination of the weight matrix. According to the learning function of SVM (support vector machine), the initial structure and parameters of the wavelet neural network are determined from a large amount of data, the SVM (support vector machine) is used as the regression method and the learning process is as follows:
Given parameters of sample:
respectively expressed topographic feature indicators、 surface biomass and vegetation indicators、 、 ground surface heat field indicators、 wetland water indicators and social activity intensity and population gathered indicators. In using SVM regression to analysis, we need to find suitable parameters, i.e., to support vector machine of the weights and the bias parameter b, made the output of SVM regression and sample error to minimum, also meet the following conditions:
In the formula, is constraint.
By the above calculation, we can get the optimal initial structure and parameters of the wavelet neural network. Then the analysis of the whole index data can be realized by using the wavelet neural network analysis, and the spatial weights can be determined.
Based on the above analysis, this paper use the three layer of neural network structure according to the SVM analysis results, at the same time using the index data as the input vector X, the hidden node j output model is as follows:
In the formula, is the output unit of i, is the active threshold value of the change unit j.
Based on the S type activation function the output node j is described by a mathematical model as follows:
By using the above principle, we can get the output of the output layer node .
In operation process, by judging the output layer is the value of the desired, if output is not expected values then the network will enter the back propagation, BP neural network system will calculate error signal and return error signal. At the same time, through changes to the network in each layer of the threshold and weight, successive to the input layer spread were calculation and evolution, then through forward propagation, finally repeated were iterative evolution makes the error reaches a minimum, to complete the learning process of the network.
In the output unit K, we can define the error as the following mathematical model:
In the formula,, is the expected output of the output layer unit K.
In the process of updating the weights and thresholds, classical BP neural network is usually take i=1 as learning rate, to avoid the BP neural network in operation process into local optimum, and unable to achieve the global optimal solution. The weights and thresholds updated mathematical model are as follows: Similarly, based on the above principle, we can get the updating results of weights and thresholds of the hidden layer node j, and finally get the optimal spatial weight matrix of the five indexes of the whole index system.
Based on Energy Analysis and Recommendations
After completing the construction of the index system and the determination of the spatial weight matrix, the paper finally uses the energy value analysis method to evaluate the regional eco economic benefits. Shanxi Province as the object of analysis, we analysis its remote sensing data and calculate the value of the changes of all levels of indicators from 2005 to 2015, the results shown in figure 3. According to the above results, it can be seen that input and output of energy value of Shanxi province is negatively correlated from 2005 to 2015, which accords with the basic theory of the energy value analysis. At the same time, the energy input increases year by year, which indicates that the tendency of Shanxi province to develop eco economic benefits in recent years. From the analysis of the indicators of ecological and economic benefits, A1 ratio changes greatly, that shows Shanxi Province in recent years on the ecological terrain changes in the larger, which has brought great negative impact to the ecological and economic benefits in Shanxi Province. A2 and A5 energy value change is small, and increase year by year, which indicates that the index of surface topography and vegetation biomass and the index of social activity and population aggregation have great influence on the ecological economic benefits of Shanxi Province.
Conclusion
Therefore, based on the results of the comprehensive analysis, this paper suggest that should control the whole population of Shanxi Province, optimize the population structure, and control population growth. Then Shanxi Province should protect the vegetation, increase of vegetation and wetland ecosystem protection in Shanxi Province. Finally, Shanxi Province in the development of urban economy, should pay attention to the protection of the original ecological, such as landscape ecological protection and maintenance, to avoid contamination and damage, so as to overall improve the eco economic benefit in Shanxi Province.
